





















Shimazaki Tるsonand ]apan's Failed Cultur討 Diplomacytoward India: A View on the 
History of ]apan-India ReJations from the Perspective of the Pre-War ]apan P.E.N. Club 
Yuki MENO 
This paper investigates Shimazaki Tるson'snovel 均shino hokage (]n the Shade 01 Polm 
刀'es，1904) and his travel writing Junrei CPilgrimage， 1937-1940). The former is based on 
travel records by Fuji Sensho (1859・1903)，a scholal' of Buddhism and explorer who went 
to lndia as a member of the 1902 Otani expedition， and the Jatter on Toson's own travel 
notes taken when he attended the 1936 international P.E.N. conference in 80uth America 
as the first president of the Japan P.E.N. Club and met the president of the lndia P.E.N. 
Club. Toson's notes also served as the basis fo1' his major fictional work Tohδno mon (The 
Gate to the Eost， 1943). By drawing on the latest academic insights in the history of 
economic and cultural Japan-India relations and newly discovered documents about the 
International P.E.N.， this study lays bare how both T己son'searlier and later works 
consistently reflect racial bias towards India. It further sheds light on the reason why 
Toson， despite having ral'e access to fil'sthand information on Indian culture and society 
(8enshる'sreco1'ds) and being in di1'ect contact with the lndia P.E.N. Club， failed in his 




























































































土地ノ人ハ Palaceト称セリ…(中国各) .../ Tataノ家ハ方形ニシテ二層、石造
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